City Slum Clearance Prog. Creates Hardship on Many Due to Lack of Planning

Use Your Local Social Sec. Office

Wage Question To Go To W. L. Board

Wash. Delegate Makes Report

LOCAL 301 Receives Assurance From Kearney That He Will Support Increase


Membership Meeting Blasts Red Baiting Of Labor Movement By Outside Interests, Re-Affirms Full Freedom of Members

ATTENTION ALL SALARIED WORKERS CLERKS - PLANNERS - PRODUCTION MEN Mass Meeting Tonight C. L. O. HALL 7:00 P. M.

Mass Meeting Tonight June 12th

INFORMATION

Local 301 Active On Many Civic and Government Bodies

HILLO LATHROP

MRS. THOMAS W. LATHROP, mother of the late Hillo Lathrop, was recently re-elected to the board of the retired and pensioned members of the United Electrical Radio & Machine Workers of America Local 301 in Seattle. Mrs. Lathrop was re-elected to the board at the annual meeting of the local, which was held on May 29th.
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EDITORIAL

Human 'Machines' and the Annual Wage

The idea of a human 'machine' for the annual wage is fast becoming a reality in the United States. As the months go by, the annual wage becomes less of an annual wage and more of a monthly or weekly wage. It is no longer a matter of whether or not the worker will have enough to live on, but rather how much he can save or spend.

The 'human machine' concept is based on the idea that the worker is a machine that produces goods and services. The worker is expected to work a certain number of hours each week or month and receive a certain amount of money for his labor. This is in contrast to the traditional concept of wages, where the worker is paid a certain amount of money for each hour or shift worked.

Many workers are now considered to be 'marginal' or 'dependent' workers, meaning that they are not guaranteed a minimum wage or benefits. This has led to a decrease in the standard of living for many people, as they are not able to save enough money to pay for basic needs such as rent, food, and healthcare.

The 'human machine' concept has also had an impact on the working conditions of workers. With the focus on productivity and efficiency, workers are often pressured to work longer hours and under increased stress.

While the 'human machine' concept has brought about many changes in the workplace, it is important to remember that workers are human beings with feelings and needs. The concept of a minimum wage and benefits is important in ensuring that workers are treated fairly and have a basic standard of living.